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Trader Voice is a term used to describe the delivery
of dedicated telephone connections between trading
counterparties. Each line is referred to as a private line
or a private wire and the line terminating equipment
could be a dealerboard (aka turret) system, PBX, Unified
Communications System or a dedicated speaker box.
Private wires have been a management
challenge for many years. The business
wants the client connectivity, security and
prestige that a private wire delivers. The
requirements to service multiple locations,
support disaster recovery contingencies
and work in a data centre / thin building
architecture have added to the cost and
complexity of these services until now.
As margins in financial services remain
squeezed, the quality and functionality
demanded by traders remains as high as
ever. Voice service delivery teams need to
improve service consistency and reliability
while ensuring operator productivity and
speed of delivery are combined with
reduced operational costs.

Speakerbus, an innovation leader in
mission critical communication and
collaboration solutions, can play a
key enabling role with this challenge.
Within our portfolio of communications
solutions, the iSeries Digital Gateway
(iG330) allows institutions to connect
TDM based private wires to an IP
network. Delivering comprehensive
interoperability between existing IP
networks and TDM (circuit based) trader
voice services, facilitating the provision of
‘Y’ shaped circuits and an effective toll
by-pass solution.

Benefits of Private Wires in the Cloud
• Agility to direct services in real time.
• Increase resilience and diversification.
• Leverage converged intranet services.
• Identify and remove unused circuits.
• Ensure business continuity via ‘Always On’ DR.
• System and vendor agnostic solution.
• Added functionality: ‘Y’ shaped circuits and off-premises extensions.
• Significant long term cost reduction.

The Market Challenges for Trader Voice
Here are the challenges faced every day in this environment.

Business Continuity: Providing disaster
recovery solutions with traditional
services results in a static delivery e.g. the
line is connected to a specific address
and re-routing the circuit is a manual
process. This can lead to lost business
time during the transition and if there are
issues encountered during the process
it may take days to restore capability.
Cloud based technology provides greater
dynamic flexibility. See how this challenge
is resolved with Multi-Drop Functionality
Provisioning: Adding new circuits with
legacy technology is a provisioning
exercise where vendors are asked for
prices and if the location is new then a
local loop circuit is required. This can
take a long time and is people intensive.
Once the service is delivered there is a
‘locked in’ minimum line rental period
and monthly recurring costs are based on
distance metrics. Automated Provisioning
and Toll Bypass can remove these
obstacles.
Competition: The ‘lost opportunity’ costs
of failing to connect to new clients before
the competition and having staff spend
unreported time on managing vendors
implementation and support all add up.
Automated Provisioning gives the lowest
switch on time and most efficient results.

Audit: Managing an inventory of
private wires is important because
these assets are billed monthly to the
A End subscriber. The B End consumer
of the circuit also needs to manage the
incoming lines because these will be
occupying connectivity and distribution
resources in their trader voice estate.
Asset management in the old world
makes it hard to know where the budget
is being spent as there is no single point
of audit and the data is commonly
gathered and listed in a spreadsheet.
Automated Provisioning provides asset
tracking and reporting to enable accurate
auditing.
Adoption: Digital circuits are an
impediment to technology transition to
SIP based carrier networks. One of the
new challenges is connecting legacy
services to a internal infrastructure that
is migrating to unified communications
technology. Line Intercept removes the
logjam. If you are looking for vendor
diversity, digital gives you no choice in
path or geographical connectivity which
results in locked in commercials. You will
then be paying more than you would if
you had an easier switching choice.

Toll Bypass
Best practices for deploying Toll Bypass in your infrastructure.

Running private wires over the corporate intranet (WAN) has a number of benefits and
leveraging the intranet was highlighted as a key finding in Gartner Inc. research titled
A bankers guide to trading turrets (Ref:237463). Using VoIP to connect the carrier
circuit to a remote location enables you to pay for the least cost circuit from the carrier.
For example a client in New York can be reached via a local circuit in New York that
is connected to a gateway. The intranet takes the line to London where the trading
counterparty resides.

For internal use, VoIP to VoIP across the intranet removes all carrier charges. The
selection of technology for managing internal circuits should include consideration of
the service delivery teams and how they need to operate. Simply replacing a static,
carrier based service with an equivalent internal technology may gain you convergence
but there is a risk you will be paying internal hidden costs and not improving agility.
Look to ensure the VoIP platform is simple to manage and that service delivery teams
can get the job done without specialist engineering skills.

Toll Bypass Benefits
• Enhanced Resilience: By traversing the corporate intranet your circuits gain from the
investment in resilient data networks.
• Accelerated provisioning: Delivers more responsive support for your business because you can manage the private wires yourself using iManager Portal.
• Greater control and accountability: Ensure circuit data is current and easily accessible
for reporting via the iManager Centralised Management System.
• Cost optimisation: Using VoIP removes the need to re-purchase additional digital or
analogue lines in every location. The removal of these digital and analogue wires
and their associated monthly recurring cost makes this technique attractive for delivering private wires to remote offices. The initial capital cost of the gateways can be
recovered in 3-6 months, depending on the link utilisation.

Multi-Drop Functionality
Discover seamless iSeries deployment.

The iSeries family of gateways can deliver seamless functionality across multiple
locations. The embedded media management of the gateways ensures that wide area
network traffic is optimised for bandwidth and traffic topology. Local users benefit from
the feature rich signalling that supports global muting, privacy (call exclusion) and barge
in bridging in addition to ringing / busy / idle states. Once a private wire presented to
the network it can be routed to multiple drops from a centralised location.

Multi-Drop Benefits
• “Always On” Disaster Recovery: Multi-drop ensures you have no circuit switchover
at the time of crisis. The ability to reroute IP to any location offers customers a more
robust and flexible service without requiring external service providers or specialist
engineers to cut over lines to alternate locations.
• Extended Coverage: By delivering private wires to multiple time zones the client line
coverage is extended beyond local operating hours and increases capacity at peak
times to ensure customer retention by always taking the call.
• No Compromise: The iSeries delivers facilities beyond standard telephony functions
so that supporting broker activity with global muting and one touch line barge can
be supported in a multi-drop environment.

Line Intercept
Low risk - without disruption to existing services.

Cloud based private wires enable integration, hybrid operation and migration via
the line intercept application. A traditional digital bearer is ‘intercepted’ by back
to back gateways that preserve the original communications path and support the
existing installation. The intercepted lines can then be accessed by new solutions and
applications. This capability is very useful in spreading the migration to a new system
across multiple, low risk milestones without disruption to existing services. Line Intercept
can also be used to run new applications in parallel to expand and augment existing
capabilities.

Line Intecept Benefits
• Hybrid Operation: Cloud based private wires enable the integration of unified communications and legacy turret systems.
• Migration: When installing a new system, the line intercept capability enables a
phased roll out of new technology.
• Extended Coverage: By delivering private wires to multiple time zones the client line
coverage is extended beyond local operating hours and increases capacity at peak
times to ensure customer retention by always taking the call.

Automated Provisioning
Enable growth, improve service quality, and free up IT resources.

Where the voice network extends to hundreds of circuits and multiple locations
you need tools that can manage the infrastructure. Automated provisioning is a
system that enables service delivery teams to add, change and audit services without
specialist technical skills. The iSeries product family has an enterprise grade centralised
management system called iManager Portal. The iManager Portal enables non-technical
staff to manage and deploy cloud based private wires across the enterprise. Cloud
based private wires give businesses the ability to provision new circuits in seconds
instead of days. These voice paths can be established and managed directly over the
customer’s existing network.

Centralised Management Benefits
• Real Time Updates: Provide you the agility to
direct services in real time.
• Device Peering: Enables automatic configuration
of two gateways.
• Single Portal: Manage up to 10,000 users and
devices from a single system.
• Audit: Obtain a centralised report of lines
configured that is always up to date.
• Policy Based: Define network, QoS and signalling
policies to ensure consistency and simplify
change control.

Background
Speakerbus is a provider of mission critical voice communications solutions to the
Financial Services and Command & Control industries.

We have been a leading supplier of voice communication products to the
financial services industry for 30 years. Every one of the world’s largest
investment banks is a Speakerbus Customer. We have a worldwide
organisation supporting 50,000 Speakerbus users in more than 60
countries.
Over 250 funds, brokers and capital markets firms use our telephony,
intercom, connectivity and speaker solutions. We are innovative, flexible
and customer focused.

@Speakerbus
www.youtube.com/user/
SpeakerbusTech
www.linkedin.com/company/
speakerbus

Technical
Resilience. By running in a converged network, cloud based private wires are delivered
over multiple diverse routes, securing service availability. The iG330 can be equipped
with two hot swap power supplies and supports mesh modes of WAN connectivity.
Embedded E1/T1 Redundancy. The iG330 has a secondary E1/T1 ‘Pass Thru’ port to
allow fall back operation to a secondary iG330 gateway. To allow fall back operation
when an E1/T1 connection fails two iG330 units are configured with identical
parameters which include a secondary static IP address (via IP aliasing). When the
primary unit goes ‘offline’ it will disable all active SbRTP and T1/E1 channels. With two
co-located gateways this enables remote hardware swap out via automated or manual
control. The Digital circuit is handled by a failsafe relay.
iG330 Interfaces supported
The iG330 supports a single E1/T1 Channel Associated Signalling (CAS) digital bearer
circuit and will provide support for the following CAS circuit types:• E&M

• 3rd Party CAS Setting

• Loop Start (FXO and FXS)

• MRD

• Ground Start

• Hoot ‘n’ Holler

• PLARD
Voice Codec Support. The iG330 is able to support three different voice codec: G.711
A-law and μ-law, G.729a, and G.722.
QoS. DSCP settings enable the underlying network to prioritise voice services, ensuring
the service required by users is delivered even under high network load. Packet size,
codec and VAD options enable minimal bandwidth use.
Diagnostics. RTP Details include Received packets, Transmitted packets, Rx Bandwidth,
Tx Bandwidth, Rx Jitter, Remote Jitter, Rx Jitter Delay, Roundtrip delay, Rx Late Packets,
Rx Lost Packets, Remote Lost Packets.

Additional Information: Please contact your representative
to obtain additional product documentation.

iTurret - Detailed Product Brochure
Provides comprehensive functionality and
capability information in a format suitable for a
general audience.
iManager Communications Server - Product
Description
This comprehensive guide provides a detailed
insight into the platform architecture and
functionality.
Data Sheets
The iSeries product family data sheets provide all
the power, size and capability overview you will
need.
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